
The 4-Week Remote Work-Life Balance Program progresses

through practical self and work-management skills, strategies,

and tools for thriving while working from home!

All sessions are designed with worksheets that guide each

participant through exercises during the webinars to apply the

information immediately to their work-life. 

Weekly sessions provide the participants with education,

motivation, and accountability to create long-lasting change!

Remote
Work-Life
Balance Program

4 week

1x
Exclusively scheduled live and recorded for your audience.

15-minute online session per week



session

session

Becoming a Balanced Professional 

Use the Wheel of Life to identify priorities for balance and

improvement actions

Gain keen awareness of being out of balance and how to

respond proactively 

Learn the system for determining what is most essential to

focus on now

Build Your Work-Life Balance Formula

Balance the two main forces in life from Chinese and

Naturopathic Medicine 

Participate in exercises to gain clarity on your core values

and how to live them.

Takeaway a powerful 4-step system for optimizing your

overall wellness

Discover your current balance baseline and create the plan to
make your work-life immediately better!

Go through an enlightening process of designing your personal
formula for building balance!

session Unlocking the Best From Your Balance Toolbox

Implement the Eisenhower Matrix and Must, Should, &

Would Like To Do list

Have the ability to focus and avoid distraction with 3

mindfulness steps

Master your schedule and develop ideal structure for the

most productive day

session Making it Stick - Creating Balance Across Career and Life

Break old habits by bringing the unconscious patterns into

conscious to changing.

Develop a quarterly accountability system to assess your

balance.

Cultivate a resilient mindset to see overcome challenges

along your path.

Master distraction, prioritization, and managing yourself in time
with these powerful tools!

Cultivate long-lasting balance for years to come with these
sustainability strategies for the office or home.

(Pre-Program Assessment)


